Selling: XP Power (XPP); FTSE 250; Electronics & Electrical Equip.
Managing a portfolio is a lot like managing a garden. In gardening there are regular recurring tasks such as trimming back
fast-growing plants and replacing unattractive plants with more attractive alternatives. In a portfolio this means regularly
trimming back oversized positions and replacing unattractive holdings with more attractive alternatives.

Average purchase price

Current price

Holding period

£18.62

£50.00

4 years 4 months

Capital gain

Dividend income

Annualised return

121.8%

8.3%

48.2%

“XP Power is one of the world’s leading developers and manufacturers of critical power control
components for the electronics industry. We have the largest direct sales force in our industry
together with the broadest product portfolio”

Summary: A quality business with an increasingly bullish share price
XP Power has been one of the portfolio’s best investments to date, returning 130% over four years. The
annualised return was even better, reaching almost 50% per year mostly because about half the original
investment was sold after a near 100% gain in the first nine months.
When XP Power joined the portfolio in early 2017 it was one of the world’s leading designers, manufacturers
and distributors of AC-DC, DC-DC and other power converters. It started out as a distributor and over many
years expanded into design and manufacturing as part of a long-running and highly consistent strategy.
Today XP is a global leader with the largest technical salesforce and the broadest and most up to date
range of converters in the industry. The only problem is that its share price has almost tripled.
Margin of Safety

Dividend yield

PE10

Growth rate

Growth quality

4% (min 0%)

1.5% (min 2%)

43 (max 30)

10% (min 2%)

86% (min 75%)

Return on capital

Return on sales

Debt ratio

Capex ratio

Acquisition ratio

17% (min 10%)

16% (min 5%)

1.6 (max 4.0)

40% (low)

29% (max 100%)
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Investment Checklist
This investment checklist is designed improve the odds that the model portfolio only invests in quality companies and
defensive companies trading at prices which represent good or excellent value. You can access the checklist template as
a Google Doc here: UK Value Investor Checklist.

Quality: Is this a quality company? YES .
Q.1. Does it have a focused core business?
YES XP Power is focused exclusively on the design, manufacture and sale of power converters into the
healthcare, industrial technology and semiconductor manufacturing equipment markets. A very brief
description of power converters is that they take one form of electricity and convert it into another. A
common use case is to take high voltage alternating current electricity from the grid and convert it to low
voltage direct current, which is a form used by most electrical equipment.
XP focuses on higher margin industrial markets rather than lower margin consumer markets. Within
industrial markets it again focuses on higher margin products which are used in more demanding
environments, where reliability, efficiency and ability to withstand heat or electrical noise are critical. XP’s
power converters are often found in critical equipment such as medical ventilators and production line
equipment where reliability is paramount.

Q.2. Has it had the same core business for over a decade?
YES XP started as a power converter distributor 1988. In 2000 it acquired an engineering business,
enabling it to modify third-party power converters to client-specific needs. In 2002 it acquired a power
converter design firm and in 2007-2008 XP became a manufacturer through a joint venture in China.
Additional manufacturing capacity was then added in Vietnam and further expansion is ongoing.
More recently XP acquired its way into radio frequency and high power converters, broadening its portfolio
of products to the point where it now has the broadest and most up to date range in the industry.
Despite expanding into a variety of related areas, XP’s core business has always been power converters.

Q.3. Has it had broadly the same goal and strategy for more than a decade?
YES

XP has consistently followed a clearly stated strategy of vertical integration (covering design,

manufacture and distribution activities) for the last 20 years. In parallel it’s had other strategic priorities, such
as becoming a preferred supplier to large multinational original equipment manufacturers (OEMs).
These large customers demand suppliers that can operate globally, with extreme levels of reliability and
consistency of supply over the expected lifetime of their equipment, which is typically five to ten years. They
also have demanding applications and require input from expert engineers who can help them solve their
power converter needs, preferably while also reducing the complexity and cost of their equipment.
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XP has also shifted towards faster-growing parts of the industrial equipment market, specifically the high
growth semiconductor manufacturing equipment (SME) market.
In fact XP has killed two birds with one stone in recent years. It has extended its relationship with one large
customer to the point where that customer now generates around 10-15% of XP’s total revenues, and that
customer operates in the high growth SME market.

Q.4. Has it earned consistently good returns?
YES XP is a very profitable company no matter which way you look at it. Gross profit margins are typically
more than 50%, net profit margins average 16% and net return on capital averaged 17% in recent years.
These are all above average and the fact that they have been sustained over many years is a sign that XP
may have durable competitive advantages. But there are some small cracks in this otherwise glossy picture.
For example, net return on capital has declined from over 20% ten years ago to mid-teens today. This is
partly due to the £50m or so spent on acquisitions in recent years, where acquisitions typically produce
lower returns on capital than if that capital had been invested directly into new equipment or factories.
Net return on sales (profit margin) has also gradually declined, from almost 20% a decade ago to low teens
today. It’s not entirely obvious why margins have declined, but there are a couple of hints.
First, XP admits that clients usually go with whichever trusted supplier comes up with a working solution
first. This suggests that competition is high and that XP’s economic moat (which protects its profits) may not
be very wide.
Second, XP’s move into technically demanding applications to widen profit margins may be as much a
defensive move as an offensive move, because structurally lower cost Asia-based competitors are winning
many of the low power low complexity contracts.

Q.5. Has it produced consistent and sustainable growth?
YES XP’s growth over the last decade has consistently averaged around 10% per year.
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Its growth has been almost entirely self funded, with only a small increase in debt over the years and a small
increase in the number of shares (mostly new shares paid to directors as a bonus).
I looked all the way back to 2006 and it shows the same pattern or reasonably steady growth, which is
impressive given that XP is primarily a cyclical business.

Q.6. Has the company avoided the need for large transformation projects?
YES Although XP has transformed from a regional distributor to a global designer, manufacturer and
distributor, this has been achieved gradually over 20 years. The only time there was a rapid transformation
over a short period was when XP merged with two North American companies in 2000. This was during the
initial phase of its vertical and geographic expansion and is now ancient history.

Q.7. Has the company avoided excessively rapid expansion?
YES XP has grown fairly quickly over the last ten years, but I don’t think that growth has been excessive.
From a funding point of view its growth was almost entirely funded with retained earnings rather than debt,
and in terms of operational strain (from new people, new factories, new clients, new processes etc) I don’t
think growth of 10% per year is enough to destabilise a well run business like XP.

Q.8. Has the company grown organically rather than through acquisition?
YES XP only recently become meaningfully acquisitive, with two purchases intended to expand its product
portfolio into new and high margin areas:
(1)

Comdel, acquired in 2017 for $23 million. This cost about one-times XP’s average earnings at the
time, so it was a reasonably large acquisition. Comdel was a specialist in radio frequency power
converters, so it was closely related to XP’s core business.

(2)

Glassmans, acquired in 2018 for $45 million, about 1.7-times XP’s average earnings. Glassmans
was a specialist in high voltage, high power converters, so this was also closely related to XP’s core
business.
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Over the last ten years XP’s total acquisitions came to 30% of total earnings, so it isn’t especially
acquisitive. And this has always been the case, other than the large acquisitions/merger in 2000.

Q.9. Does the company benefit from network effects?
NO Given that XP has the world’s largest technical salesforce, it may have had network effects a few years
ago. Manufacturers would want to work with XP because it had access to a huge number of potential
customers, and potential customers would want to work with XP because it could supply them with power
converters from a huge range of manufacturers.
However, today only a small minority of XP’s revenues come from selling third-party products as most have
been replaced with XP’s own products. The industry-leading breadth of its product lineup may still attract
customers, but that’s more to do with scale than the network effect (although the two are often related).

Q.10. Does the company benefit from unique and hard to replicate assets?
NO

I don’t think the XP brand gives the company any meaningful ability to raise prices above the

competition. This is why XP has had to move up the power and complexity ladder to avoid competition with
lower cost competitors.
I also don’t think XP can produce sufficiently powerful patents to protect the majority of its profits.
I also don’t think XP has a durable advantage from having better or lower cost locations, even though its
decision to expand production into Vietnam has proven to be very wise. This allowed the company to
increase its profit margins, and during the US-China trade war and the early stages of the pandemic having
factories in Vietnam was a significant advantage over competitors who only had factories in China.
But this is not a durable advantage because it’s easy for competitors to open factories in Vietnam, and I’m
sure many of them either already have or are in the process of doing so.
I do think having the largest technical salesforce in the industry is a competitive advantage. It gives XP more
touchpoints with more potential customers than any competitor, and being that close to so many prospects
definitely gives XP an edge in terms of both winning sales and, more importantly, learning what a large
number of potential customers want in great detail. However, I’m not sure how durable this advantage is
because XP built the largest salesforce through acquisition, and that route is probably open to competitors
who may wish to join forces to gain the same advantage.
As far as I can tell, XP’s only truly unique and hard to replicate asset is its board of directors and their
proven desire and ability to execute a sensible strategy over decades.
Specifically, XP’s founder is still Chairman, having founded the company in 1988. He also owns 5% of the
company. This is a good sign because long-standing founders of very successful companies often have (a)
a lot of expertise in the industry and (b) a desire to see the company prosper over the long-term rather than
a desire to earn a fat bonus for themselves by hitting short-term targets.
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Also, the recently retired CEO held that position for 17 years. Again, such a long tenure is a good sign that
the board wanted and found a CEO who was interested in the long-term success of the business and not
just filling his own pockets with cash or his CV with an impressive-sounding position.
In this respect XP reminds me of Dunelm or Schroders or S&U. They’re businesses with long histories of
family ownership and that type of company often has the advantage of being willing and able to focus on the
long-term, and by long-term I mean multi-generational rather than a few years. As a result, these companies
tend to combine prudence with a willingness to make changes today that will position them to succeed over
the next ten, 20 or 50 years.
In this case I’m somewhat torn over whether XP really fits the mold of a family owned business. Yes the
founder is still Chairman, but XP isn’t multigenerational like Dunelm, Schroders or S&U. And XP’s founder
only owns 5% of the company, compared to 40-50% family ownership for the companies I just mentioned.
Overall then, although the founder and the previous long-standing CEO have done a fantastic job of steering
XP towards its current leadership position, the CEO has just left and I’m reluctant to say that a company has
a durable competitive advantage just because the founder is still Chairman. If he gets run over by the
proverbial bus then there’s no telling what type of CEO will be in charge a decade from now, unlike Dunelm,
Schroders and S&U, where the founding family have enough power to remove a bad CEO.

Q.11. Does the company benefit from core market leadership?
YES Although XP isn’t the largest company in the industry, it does have several market-leading features. It
has the largest technical salesforce operating across the widest geographic area, and with the acquisition of
Comdel and Glassmans it now has the broadest and most up to date range of products.
Having a broad product range is important because large customers like to deal with a small number of
trusted suppliers that can supply everything they need in a given domain, such as power converters.
For example, WH Smith and Marshall Retail Group (MRG) found themselves losing airport concession bids
to inferior competitors because individually they didn’t offer the full spectrum of clothing, technology,
pharmacy, stationery and so on. So WH Smith acquired MRG and now the combined company offers
everything an airport landlord could want from its concessions, while doing it better than the competition.
So market leadership is an advantage, but companies can acquire leadership so it’s a weak advantage.

Q.12. Does the company benefit from switching costs?
NO Years ago, XP sold third party power converters and it was easy for the customer to get exactly the
same converters from another supplier, so the time and money cost of switching supplier was low.
Then XP started modifying power converters to suit specific customer applications, which takes more time
and expertise. Now it wasn’t so easy for the customer to switch to a new supplier because that new supplier
would have to spend time and money doing the design work XP had already done.
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To increase switching costs further, XP now focuses on blue chip customers who use a small number of
trusted suppliers who can supply them with a broad range of power converters and work with their
engineers all over the world. Getting onto these preferred supplier lists takes time and effort from both
parties, so once you’re on the list the customer is more likely to give you repeat business over many years.
However, this is still a relatively weak competitive advantage because XP still as to compete against other
preferred suppliers. And XP has said repeatedly that whoever comes up with a working solution first is likely
to win the contract. That does not sound like a powerful competitive advantage to me.

Defensiveness: Is this a defensive company? NO .
D.1. Is the company’s core market defensive?
NO About a quarter of XP’s revenue comes from the relatively defensive healthcare market, about half
comes from the cyclical industrial technology market and another quarter comes from the very cyclical
semiconductor manufacturing equipment (SME) market. So XP mostly operates in cyclical markets.
In fact, XP’s cyclicality may be increasing as its SME business has grown rapidly in recent years. SME
revenues went from £10m in 2015 to £70m in 2020 and management sees SME as an area to focus on.

D.2. Is the core market expected to grow over the next few decades?
YES XP’s three core markets are expected to grow faster than the global economy over the medium-term.
Semiconductor manufacturing equipment is a growth industry for obvious reasons. Microchips are becoming
ubiquitous, with everything from doorbells to sunglasses becoming part of the Internet of Things.
Industrial technology is perhaps the slowest growing part of the business, but within this area XP focuses on
higher growth segments such as 3D printers, robotics and smart grid technology.
Healthcare is expected to be a growth industry for the next few decades as the global population becomes
larger, older and wealthier, all of which should result in a very material increase in the demand for and ability
to pay for electronic medical equipment.

D.3. Is the core market relatively free from regulatory risk?
YES The healthcare industry has strict regulatory standards for equipment so these will filter down from
customers to XP, but I wouldn’t say that regulatory compliance is a major cost or risk for this business.

D.4. Is the core market unlikely to be disrupted?
YES Power converters are a technology product so rapid technological advancement and even disruption
are part and parcel of the industry. Also, there is the risk of disruption in XP’s end markets which could
render equipment using XP’s power converters obsolete.
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But I don’t think disruption is a major risk because:
(a)

XP has shown itself to be more than capable of repeatedly designing a wide range of market leading
products, notably its range of energy efficient power converters;

(b)

XP’s power converters are built into a wide range of equipment across a wide range of industries, so
disruption of any given industry or technology should not be a major risk;

(c)

the high voltage AC electricity transmission system which XP’s converters are mostly designed for is
unlikely to be replaced with anything else for many decades, at the very least.

D.5. Is the company free from significant concentration risk?
NO XP is going after large blue chip customers and has a specific goal of winning more “share of wallet”
from them as that makes the customer more dependent on XP which increases switching costs.
The risk with this approach is that a small number of large customers end up generating a material amount
of XP’s revenues, at which point XP might be overly dependent on those customers.
For example, XP now has a single customer operating in the highly cyclical semiconductor manufacturing
equipment industry which generates around 10-15% of XP’s overall revenues. This is a material risk.
If for some reason that customer decides to switch to a competitor then XP could permanently lose up to
15% of its revenues as a direct result. The impact on cash flows and profits would likely be even higher as
XP probably wouldn’t be able to reduce costs to the same extent (existing manufacturing facilities would
stay open and keep generating similar overheads whilst producing lower revenues).
This wouldn’t be the end of the world and no doubt XP could recover those revenues in time, but it would
still be a fairly large setback from the loss of a single client.

D.6. Is the company free from significant product or patent risk?
YES XP has hundreds of products and as far as I can tell no single power converter is responsible for a
significant part of its revenues. Also, while it may have patents it doesn’t look like patents underpin a
material part of XP’s profits.

D.7. Is the company largely unaffected by commodity prices?
YES I don’t think commodity prices have any meaningful impact on XP’s results.

D.8. Does the company have prudent financial liabilities?
YES XP’s debts and leases are 1.6-times its average earnings, which is low. Also, when it has taken on
slightly more debt to fund acquisitions in the past, it has always paid down the debt within just a few years.
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Value: Is this company good value? NO .
V.1. Is the company free from problems which are likely to materially damage
its long-term prospects?
YES

The pandemic has been kind to XP, with strong demand for both medical and semiconductor

manufacturing equipment boosting the company’s results. The dividend was suspended for one quarter, but
management reinstated it when they realised 2020 was going to be good in terms of financial results.
This strong level of demand was especially notable in the semiconductor manufacturing industry, which
seems to be going through something of a historic boom at the moment.
This is mostly due to the pandemic, with millions of new homeworkers and homeschoolers suddenly
needing computers at home. There are also longer-term factors, such as the demand for computing power
for mining cryptocurrencies, for phones and cars, for the explosion of “big data” analysis and for just about
every object you can stick a microchip into (e.g. glasses, doorbells and even trainers).
Industry commentators seem to think there will be a period of elevated investment in semiconductor
manufacturing, which XP would likely benefit from. However, as with all capital investment cycles, several
years of elevated investment in new factories will increase supply until it exceeds demand and then prices
will fall and investment will slow. At that point XP’s semiconductor manufacturing equipment business will
likely become a headwind rather than a tailwind, at least for a year or three. But that would be a normal part
of the cycle and I don’t see it as a major problem.
Overall then, I don’t think XP is facing any obvious problems which could materially affect its long-term
prospects.

V.2. Is dividend growth very likely over the next ten years and beyond?
YES XP has been extremely successful over the last two decades, meticulously carrying out its long-term
strategy of expanding vertically from distributor to designer and manufacturer, and is now expanding
horizontally into closely related adjacent markets such as high power and high voltage converters.
With the company in a leading position and operating in markets that are expected to provide good growth
over the longer-term, I think it’s likely that XP will be larger ten or twenty years from now than it is today.
Management are aiming for 10% annual organic revenue growth plus 5% inorganic (acquisition-driven)
growth. They’re also hoping to improve margins to drive profit growth of more than 15% per year.
Thinking about this from a capital employed point of view (i.e. factories, machinery, vehicles, inventory etc),
XP has produced an average return on capital of 17% over the last ten years.So if it retained every penny of
earnings and paid no dividend, it could self-fund growth of about 17% per year (a bit like a savings account
growing because all the interest is retained within the account).
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To grow by management’s target of 15% purely from retained earnings, XP would have to slash its dividend
to almost nothing and retain almost all of that 17% annual return. I don’t think that’s going to happen.
XP is more likely to increase its debts in line with its growing capital base and earnings. This is a more
realistic assumption because it’s what companies usually do, but it’s less conservative because the
company’s debts are increasing (although not any faster than earnings).
But even if XP did increase its debts in line with its capital and earnings, it still wouldn’t be able to fund
growth of 15% per year while keeping its dividend payout at historic levels. So the only way for XP to
achieve 15% annual growth is for it to become more profitable than it has been in the past, or for it to take
on significantly more debt.
Neither of those assumptions is conservative, so instead I’ll follow my general rule which is to assume that
all growth is funded purely from retained earnings and that no additional debt is taken on at all. This is still
realistic because XP doesn’t use a lot of debt anyway, and if anything it’s a little too conservative.
On that basis then, here are the main assumptions underpinning my dividend model for XP Power:
●

Net ROCE is 16% in 2021. This is up slightly from 2020 and leads to record earnings

●

Net ROCE increases over the next few years to 17.3%, which is the average of the last ten years

●

Dividend cover is 1.7 in 2021, giving the company a new record dividend

●

Dividend cover falls to 1.4 by 2029 as XP is unable to find enough attractive opportunities to invest
in, so excess cash is returned to shareholders as dividends instead

●

Growth beyond the next ten years averages 4.5% per year, faster than the expected UK growth rate
of 3% (thanks to XP’s international operations) and close to my “maximum optimism” value of 5%

Here are the key numbers from the dividend model (the full model is in the UK Value Investor spreadsheet):
Dividend Discount Model (GBP)

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

16.0%

16.5%

17.0%

17.3%

17.3%

17.3%

17.3%

17.3%

17.3%

Estimated earnings ps

163

179

197

213

227

241

256

271

286

Estimated dividend cover

1.7

1.7

1.6

1.6

1.6

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.4

Estimated dividends ps

96

108

121

133

145

157

170

183

197

Estimated capital employed ps

1,087

1,159

1,235

1,315

1,397

1,482

1,568

1,655

1,743

Estimated dividend growth rates

ST
growth

9.4%

LT
growth

4.5%

Target
return

10.0%

Buy Price

£22.39

Market
return

7.0%

Sell Price

£51.07

Estimated return on capital

Estimated Margin of Safety

4%

2030+

+4.5%

And here are a few additional points worth mentioning:
●

Earnings grow by around 7% over the period, about in line with their growth over the last ten years

●

Dividends grow faster thanks to decreasing dividend cover, more than doubling by 2029

●

At the end of the period earnings are growing at 5.5%, close to the estimated long-term growth rate

●

All growth is driven by market growth plus expansion into new product and geographic markets
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As always, the only thing I know for sure is that this model will be wrong. Perhaps XP will be able to produce
sustainable growth of 15% per year over the next five or ten years. Perhaps XP will take on lots of debt to
drive rapid growth in the semiconductor industry, leaving it dangerously over-indebted and over-exposed to
a highly cyclical market at the peak of the cycle.
Nobody can know for sure, but as investors we can still act in the fact of uncertainty by being both cautious
and realistic. And on that basis, I think my dividend model for XP is both a conservative and realistic
estimate of its future returns.

V.3. Are the risks and expected returns from this investment satisfactory?
NO XP’s Buy Price is £22.39, its Sell Price is £51.07 and its share price is £50.00, just fractionally below
the Sell Price. This gives me a chance to try to explain the new Margin of Safety metric in more detail.
The current price of £50 is £1.07 less than the Sell Price, while the Buy Price of £22.39 is £28.68 less than
the Sell Price. Margin of Safety tells us the gap between the current price and the Sell Price, relative to the
gap between the Buy Price and the Sell Price. So, the gap between the current price and the Sell Price
(£1.07) is just 4% of the gap between the Buy Price and the Sell Price (£28.68), so the Margin of Safety is
4%.
Another way to say this is that the current price only gives us a 4% Margin of Safety relative to the Margin of
Safety we’d like to have, and we need a margin of safety because our dividend model could be based on
overly optimistic assumptions or we just could be unlucky and something unexpected kills the company.
XP is a quality company but it has a wafer thin Margin of Safety thanks to its increasing share price, at least
according to my dividend model. Its expected returns are barely any better than the market’s average return
and to top it off, its dividend yield is a miserly 1.5%.
In summary then, I don’t think XP is a particularly attractive investment at its current price.

Final Decision: Are you happy to own this company at this price?
NO I would be happy to own XP at the right price, but I don’t think £50 is the right price today. I will
therefore remove XP from the portfolio and my personal portfolio a few days after this issue is published and
the proceeds will be reinvested into new or existing holdings at some point in the near future.
XP will join Dunelm on my new watchlist, which I hope to expand over the coming months and eventually
include in the newsletter.
Other potential sales
Burberry, 4imprint, Senior

Reason for not selling
These are potential sales because their share price is close to or above their Sell Price.
These companies may be sold in the near future.

IMPORTANT NOTICE: This analysis is for education only. It is not a recommendation to buy or sell shares. It should be used alongside
other sources of information and not used in isolation. Always perform your own analysis and factual verification before making
investment decisions. If you need advice see a regulated financial advisor. Please read the important notes on the back page.
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